Weekly Committee Schedule

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Committee on Transportation, Highways and Public Works

Tuesday, April 22, 2003
Committee Room No. 2
10:00 A.M.

INSTRUMENTS TO BE HEARD:

HCR 7 KENNARD — TRANSPORTATION DEPT: Urges and requests the Department of Transportation and Development to hire two additional traffic light installation crews

HCR 51 SHAW — FUNDS/FUNDING: Urges the Department of Transportation and Development to expend funds from its discretionary fund account for the completion of the Interstate 49 North corridor

HCR 63 QUEZAIRE — TRANSPORTATION DEPT: Urge and request the Department of Transportation and Development to overlay Louisiana Highway 3127

HCR 64 QUEZAIRE — TRANSPORTATION DEPT: Urge and request the Department of Transportation and Development to repair and overlay Louisiana Highway 405

HCR 65 QUEZAIRE — HIGHWAYS: Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to make road improvements to a certain portion of Louisiana Highway 44

HB 22 M STRAIN — HIGHWAYS: Provides relative to the operation of bicycles on certain roadways

HB 121 SHAW — MTR VEHICLE/VIOLATIONS: Provides penalties for leaving children under the age of six unattended and unsupervised in motor vehicles

HB 125 ANSARDI — HIGHWAYS: Designates a portion of Louisiana Highway 48 in Jefferson Parish as Reverend Richard Wilson Drive

HB 216 NEVERS — WATERWAYS/RESERVOIRS: Creates the Washington Parish Reservoir District

HB 238 CURTIS — HIGHWAYS: Prohibits bicycle riders from crossing certain highways

HB 240 GALLOT — TRAFFIC/SPEED LIMITS: Establishes the speed limit on La. Hwy 150 in the city of Grambling

HB 241 MORRELL — TRAFFIC/VIOLATIONS: Prohibits certain trucks from passing motor vehicles on certain streets and highways

HB 307 McDONALD — TRAFFIC/VIOLATIONS: Increases the fine for speeding in a school zone

HB 442 POWELL — PORTS/SOUTH TANGIPAHOA: Repeals the authority of the South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission to levy and collect ad valorem and special taxes and requires future taxes to be approved by voters

HB 450 DOWNER — MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC: Requires that the OMV register certain persons with the federal Selective Services System

HB 595 G SMITH — TRAFFIC: Provides for penalties when an operator of a motor vehicle remains in the left lane when not actively passing another vehicle on a multiple-lane highway

HB 712 HAMMETT — DISTRICTS/WATER CONSERVN: Creates the Lake St. Joseph Recreation and Water Conservation District in Tensas Parish

HB 775 POWELL — PORTS/SOUTH TANGIPAHOA: Eliminates the compensation paid to members of the South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission

HB 898 PITRE — PORTS/LAFOURCHE: Provides relative to the authority of the Greater Lafourche Port Commission to make road and bridge improvements
HB 1003 MARTINY — LEVEES/BDS & DISTRICTS: Provides relative to the East Jefferson Levee District

HB 1006 MORRELL — TRAFFIC/VIOLATIONS: Prohibits certain trucks passing motor vehicles on certain highways or bridges

HB 1029 TUCKER — TRAFFIC/SPEED LIMITS: Sets the speed limit on a portion of Louisiana Highway 406 in Orleans Parish

HB 1042 PITRE — PORTS/LAFOURCHE: Provides relative to the employees of the Greater Lafourche Port Commission

HB 1076 POWELL — PORTS/SOUTH TANGIPAHOA: Abolish the South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission and repeals all powers and duties of the commission

HB 1138 CAPELLA — BRIDGES/FERRIES: Repeals the requirement that state police use identification toll tags for passage over the Crescent City Connection Bridge in New Orleans

HB 1357 MURRAY — BOARDS/COMMISSIONS: Provides relative to the board of commissioners of the Regional Transit Authority

HB 1367 MURRAY — BOARDS/COMMISSIONS: Provides relative to the New Orleans Aviation Board

HB 1478 MORRELL — TRAFFIC/VIOLATIONS: Authorize municipalities to restrict certain trucks to the right lane on all streets, roads, and highways within the municipality provided signs are posted by DOTD

HB 1496 DOWNER — PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALS: Provides with respect to the coordination with other agencies in the implementation port security and safety plans

HB 1598 POWELL — PORTS/SOUTH TANGIPAHOA: Prohibits the South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission from levying and collecting ad valorem and special taxes without prior approval of the voters

HB 1599 MURRAY — REGIONAL TRANS AUTHORITY: Provides for the membership of the regional transit authority's board of commissioners

HB 1614 TUCKER — BRIDGES/FERRIES: Provides relative to the collection of tolls on the Crescent City Connection at New Orleans

HB 1686 DEWITT — MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC: Enacts the "Driving is a Privilege" law and authorizes suspension of drivers' licenses of certain students

HB 1749 FLAVIN — PORTS/LAKE CHARLES: Provides relative to the port of Lake Charles

LEGISLATIVE INSTRUMENTS MAY BE DELETED (DOES NOT REQUIRE HOUSE RULES SUSPENSION) OR ADDED (REQUIRES HOUSE RULES SUSPENSION) PRIOR TO THE MEETING DATE. (HOUSE RULES 14.23 AND 14.24) SEE THE DAILY NOTICE OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS POSTED PRIOR TO MEETING DATE.
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Chairman